Drought Dynamics and Vegetation Productivity in Different Land Management Systems of Eastern Cape, South Africa—A Remote Sensing Perspective
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Abstract: Eastern Cape Province in South Africa has experienced extreme drought events during the last decade. In South Africa, different land management systems exist belonging to two different land tenure classes: commercial large scale farming and communal small-scale subsistence farming. Communal lands are often reported to be affected by land degradation and drought events among others considered as trigger for this process. Against this background, we analyzed vegetation response to drought in different land management and land tenure systems through assessing vegetation productivity trends and monitoring the intensity, frequency and distribution of the drought hazard in grasslands and communal and commercial croplands during drought and non-drought conditions. For the observation period 2000–2016, we used time series of 250 m Vegetation Condition Index (VCI) based on the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) and Climate Hazard Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station data (CHIRPS) precipitation data with 5 km resolution. For the assessment of vegetation dynamics, we: (1) analyzed vegetation productivity in Eastern Cape over the last 16 years with EVI; (2) analyzed the impact of drought events on vegetation productivity in grasslands as well as commercial and communal croplands; and (3) compared precipitation-vegetation dynamics between the drought season 2015/2016 and the non-drought season 2011/2012. Change in total annual vegetation productivity could detect drought years while drought dynamics during the season could be rather monitored by the VCI. Correlation of vegetation condition and precipitation indicated areas experiencing significant vegetation productivity trends showing low and even negative correlation coefficients indicating other drivers for productivity change and drought impact besides rainfall.
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1. Introduction

Drought is one of the biggest disasters of the 21st century; threatens global food security causing environmental, societal, and economic problems; and ranks first in degree of severity, length of event, total area extend and social effect compared to other hazards [1,2]. Although often more visible as a problem in the developing world and semi-arid or arid regions, the effects are global. We observe growing international interest in droughts during the last years [3] due to their increasing frequency triggered by climate change and resulting negative impacts on environment and livelihoods [4]. Drought is also a priority concern for most countries of the African continent [3,5,6]. Especially during the last decades, South Africa has been affected by droughts several times.

Droughts are not clearly defined and rely rather on a conceptual definition describing a deficit of precipitation that results in damage of crops and yield loss [7]. Four types of droughts can be distinguished: meteorological, agricultural, hydrological, and socioeconomic drought [8]. The two relevant droughts, influencing vegetation, are meteorological drought, which is a consequence of reduction of precipitation, and agricultural drought, which refers to shortage of available water for plant growth [1,8,9].

The index recommended by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) to characterize meteorological drought globally by all National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) is the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI). This index is based on precipitation only referenced with rainfall data spanning a minimum of 30 years [10–12]. The SPI can be calculated for different timescales and thereby allows a variety of analysis such as short-term water supply including soil moisture but also long-term water supply with regard to groundwater levels [13].

Even though SPI provides good insights into meteorological drought conditions allowing analysis on different timescales, a combination with further information is needed to understand the effect of lack of rainfall on the vegetation, e.g., for the case of agricultural drought [13]. Satellite Earth Observation data play an unprecedented role in monitoring of vegetation conditions and thus agricultural droughts. Therefore, it complements in-situ measurements as well as meteorological observations for a comprehensive drought hazard analysis. Especially in locations with a limited number of in-situ measurement networks, remote sensing data are often the only available information source for drought hazard monitoring. During the last decade, many remote sensing based indices were developed that monitor different aspects of drought hazard [6,14–18]. These indices have different input data requirements and utilize various methods for drought hazard quantification. The Vegetation Condition Index (VCI), calculated from Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) or Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), ranks among the most commonly used indices for drought monitoring derived from remote sensing imagery [19,20]. VCI allows the quantification of climatological impacts on vegetation and comparison of the weather impact in ecologically and economically different areas [19]. VCI reflects rainfall dynamics more accurately and is a better index for geographically non-homogeneous areas than, for example, the Normalized Different Vegetation Index (NDVI) only [21]. Different indices have been successfully used for drought hazard monitoring and crop yield estimation based on remote sensing [22,23]. However, new indices are developed continuously to address the lacks that are noted for preceding ones [24,25].

Land ownership in South Africa is historically divided into two tenure systems. The first one is a privately (commercially) owned land tenure system with approximately 70% of the total land cover, while a second one is a communally owned land tenure with about 14% of the total land [26]. Communal land was predominantly located within the former homeland territories and on municipal land around each town in South Africa. Nowadays, land is also handed over as communal land, which did not belong to former homelands [27]. Land degradation is an ongoing problem due to overgrazing, unsustainable land management and droughts, and is often reported for communal lands in South Africa [28,29]. Low income households in particular are vulnerable to climate extremes affecting especially communal farming households depending on land for their living, while dryland agriculture represent their main source of income [30]. Drought acts as external stress factor to land, which in turn, reinforces ongoing
land degradation processes leading to even more severe impacts on cropland and rangeland when a drought event occurs [31,32]. Land degradation results in a loss of vegetation productivity and declining yields describing an ongoing process rather than a state or current condition [33–36]. If land degradation is triggered by the event of a drought, impacts on vulnerable social-ecological systems are even more severe. Land degradation processes can occur in different forms such as decrease in soil fertility, loss of vegetation and bush encroachment. Main indicators to monitor land degradation and improvement with remote sensing are vegetation indices. In addition, for agricultural drought hazard analysis, vegetation response is used as a key indicator, however, the phenomenon of land degradation, as e.g., by bush encroachment, can trigger unexpected productivity trends during drought events which need to be considered.

The main aim of this paper is to analyze vegetation response in different land management systems during drought and non-drought seasons in order to understand the suitability of the measure of vegetation productivity for agricultural drought monitoring. Despite an existing body of literature on droughts, analysis of droughts and its impact on land degradation within different land management systems and under different land tenure has not yet been explicitly addressed. Considering an increasing number of drought events globally, analysis of vegetation response to drought events and possible land degradation processes is needed for further identification of sustainable land management practices. Land degradation and drought hazard assessment both should be, however, in ongoing discussion due to drastic societal impacts linked to high dependency of rural populations on agricultural land [30].

We question if droughts emerge differently in various land management systems and especially within communal and commercial cropland with regard to impacts on vegetation productivity within different land tenures. The objectives of this study were: (i) to monitor vegetation productivity trends; (ii) to characterize and classify drought hazard occurrence in Eastern Cape during the last 16 years based on time series analysis of vegetation condition information (vegetation condition index (VCI)) and precipitation; and (iii) to compare drought characteristics in Eastern Cape, in different land management systems and particular communal and commercial croplands. Vegetation productivity assessment and correlation between vegetation condition and precipitation was conducted for different land management systems such as grasslands and croplands. Detailed analysis on drought impact within different land tenure classes was conducted within croplands only as spatial information of the two different land tenure classes, i.e., communal and commercial, was only available for cultivated land.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The Eastern Cape Province covers an area of approximately 170,500 km$^2$ and is the second largest province in South Africa, located in the south east of the country (Figure 1). The topography of the province is diverse resulting in climatic complexity and diversity, with very steep and complex environmental gradients leading to a rich mixture of floristic elements. Savanna biomes are the most dominant land cover while large areas are covered by grassland, dwarf-shrub vegetation (Nama Karoo) and thicket biomes [37,38]. The climatic conditions in Eastern Cape vary from mild warm temperatures to subtropical conditions at the coast. Droughts can occur throughout the year, but agricultural crops are particularly vulnerable to droughts in summer during the growing season which mainly goes from October to March. The precipitation regime is characterized by a large variability at various time scales from intra-seasonal, through inter-annual to decadal and multi-decadal [39]. Rainfall distribution shows a gradient from northeast to southwest with higher mean annual precipitation (MAP) (800–1000 mm) in the eastern part of the province. Dry conditions throughout the year (<400 mm MAP) are mainly found in the western area. The El Niño Southern Oscillation phenomena (ENSO) influences the weather patterns including drought events of South
The coupled oceanographic-atmospheric El Niño climate anomaly is usually associated with a band of warm ocean water developing along the coastline in the central and east-central equatorial Pacific. However, due to so-called teleconnections interacting with the equatorial Walker circulation, this local phenomenon is affecting weather conditions over larger distances at the global scale. On average, the southern part of the African continent receives below-normal rainfall during El Niño years, whereas La Niña conditions usually provoke normal or above-normal rainfall [41]. The serious drought conditions affecting larger parts of Southern Africa during 2015/2016 were heavily influenced by a very strong El Niño event [41] causing rainfall deficits across large parts of Zimbabwe, Malawi, Zambia, South Africa, Mozambique, Botswana, and Madagascar, with seasonal rain that has so far been the lowest in the last 35 years [42].

Most land in Eastern Cape Province is used for agriculture, dominated by pastoralism and cropland cultivation. Around 35% of all households, nearly 600,000 people, of Eastern Cape Province are involved in agriculture [43]. Out of these households, only 32% are involved in crop farming while around 65% perform livestock farming [43]. These numbers highlight the importance of grasslands in this area. Overstocking is one of the bigger problems in South Africa as well as on communal land in Eastern Cape, which directly links to livestock farming [44]. Communal cultivated land is characterized mainly by rainfed small-scale agriculture with traditional management practices, while commercially cultivated land mainly addresses large-scale agriculture often using innovative management strategies including also irrigation practices. Figure 1 shows the distribution of grassland and the two land tenure systems in croplands of Eastern Cape. While commercial land is spread throughout the province except the eastern part, communal land is rather concentrated in the eastern part [45]. Accordingly, also population densities are much higher in the eastern part [46].

Small-scale farms in communal areas mainly have a farm size of average 18 ha while commercial farms are distributed over land areas with average 1456 ha in farm size in Eastern Cape [30,47]. This links a different equilibrium of farms and population density in both tenure systems. The communal farming
areas are home to the lowest incoming households of the country, which main activity is subsistence farming and dryland agriculture.

2.2. Data and Methods

2.2.1. Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI)

The Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) measures greenness and health of vegetation and vegetation productivity [48–50]. By incorporation of the blue band, the index includes reduced background information from the soil as well as effects of aerosols which occur in areas with cloud cover [51,52]. EVI is calculated as followed:

\[
EVI = G \times \frac{(NIR - RED)}{(NIR + C_1 \times RED - C_2 \times Blue + L)} \tag{1}
\]

\(C_1\) and \(C_2\) represent coefficients for aerosol resistance, the Blue refers to the blue band in the remote sensing image and \(L\) shows the soil-adjustment factor. The corrected aerosol impact is included in the \(RED\) while \(G\) is a gain factor = 2.5 [53].

For the current study, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra EVI MOD13Q1 (collection 5) data were used from 2000 to 2016. Images are atmospherically corrected 16-day composites of best observations with 250 m resolution [53–55]. MODIS EVI data were downloaded from NASA’s EARTHDATA platform and reprojected via the MODIS reprojection tool (MRTWeb) [55]. The study area is covered by four different MODIS tiles, which were mosaicked. The EVI was later used to calculate vegetation productivity trends and the VCI data.

2.2.2. Time Series Trend Analysis

Land degradation manifests in reduced productive potential of land [56]. Vegetation time series analysis is often used to detect land productivity change and from there related to land degradation or improvement [57,58]. Negative trends of EVI time series serve as an indicator of reduced vegetation productivity, and thus may indicate land degradation. Here, EVI trends were integrated to detect decreasing, stable or increasing vegetation productivity trends in the study area. EVI values were aggregated over the full southern year covering all images from July to June of the following year in order to derive at the same time the total vegetation productivity of a pixel.

For time-series trend analysis the Seasonal Mann-Kendall (MK) trend test was applied [59,60]. This method was used extensively with remotely sensed derived time series [61,62]. It is a non-parametric test and can estimate monotonically increasing or decreasing trends, while data can have non-normal distribution. Mann–Kendall Tau can range from \(-1\) to \(1\), where significant negative values account for negative trends, significant positive values account for monotonically increasing trends and \(0\) shows time series with no trend. Decreasing vegetation productivity thereby describes significant decreasing trends in the analysis, increasing vegetation productivity significant increasing trends (with \(p < 0.05\)). Trends were overlaid with the grassland and the land tenure cropland masks of the land cover map to detect if the two tenure systems are affected differently by decreasing and increasing vegetation productivity trends as well as drought events in the further analysis.

2.2.3. Calculation of Vegetation Condition Index (VCI) for Drought Classification

While the EVI provides information about the greenness, health, density and productivity of the vegetation at a certain point of time, the vegetation condition index (VCI) is a pixel-based normalization which allows relative assessments of changes within an observation period. It is measured by the percentage of EVI regarding its maximum amplitude of the whole time series (Equation (2)). Among all available drought indices, the remote sensing based Vegetation Condition Index (VCI) by Kogan [63] is one of the most frequently applied indices to quantify agricultural drought hazard severity (Table 1). The index scales Vegetation Index (VI) values, from 0 to 100 based on minimum and maximum values
of the VI over a defined observation period. For the here presented study, we used the following calculation:

$$\text{VCI} = 100 \times \frac{(\text{EVI} - \text{EVI}_{\text{min}})}{(\text{EVI}_{\text{max}} - \text{EVI}_{\text{min}})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

The classification scheme to indicate different stages of drought hazard severity using VCI is shown in Table 1 [64–66].

**Table 1.** Vegetation Condition Index (VCI) values for drought classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drought Hazard Severity Classes</th>
<th>VCI Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Drought</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild Drought</td>
<td>30–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate Drought</td>
<td>20–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe Drought</td>
<td>10–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Drought</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VCI analysis was conducted based on all images available over the growing seasons within the observation period between 2000 and 2016 to detect possible drought hazard severity during the observation period as well as the correlation between VCI and rainfall to identify the dependency of vegetation condition on precipitation within the region.

2.2.4. Precipitation Data

Precipitation plays a key role for vegetation growth [67–69]. To explain vegetation dynamics by water availability through rainfall, we therefore included precipitation information based on the Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station (CHIRPS) data [70] in our analysis. The global dataset is available at a spatial resolution of 5 km and for different temporal resolutions from daily up to decadal datasets. It incorporates satellite imagery with in-situ station data and also supports drought monitoring analysis by United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Famine Early Warning Systems Network (FEWS NET) [70]. The here chosen product were monthly precipitation rates.

2.2.5. Precipitation–Vegetation Correlation Analysis

As precipitation is the main limiting factor for vegetation growth, precipitation analysis was included to analyze vegetation-rainfall dependencies. Further, correlation with VCI highlights areas where precipitation is not the main driving factor for vegetation condition. As mentioned, VCI data from 2000 to 2016 were identified for each main growing season, i.e., September to March. Median values were built for each growing season resulting in total 16 datasets. Precipitation data for the full growing season were summed to get the total amount of water availability from rainfall. A linear trend was calculated over the full observation period from 2000 to 2016 for growing seasons and full years. The level of analysis was adjusted to the spatial resolution of the VCI data. The rainfall data with 5 km-resolution was therefore resampled using bilinear resampling to 250 m spatial resolution to have a uniform level of analysis. Pearson correlation further was run over the 16 time steps comparing each year of rainfall and vegetation condition over the total period. The correlation coefficients were additionally calculated with sum EVI over the growing season to look into correlation of total vegetation productivity over the growing season in addition to vegetation condition and its relation to rainfall. Further, intensity of vegetation and precipitation dynamics during the growing season of a normal year (2011/2012) and a drought year (2015/2016) was analyzed and compared.

2.2.6. Land Cover Information

Land Cover information is based on the South African National Land-cover datasets produced by GEOTERRAIMAGE in 2013–2014, which was generated with 600 multi-seasonal 30 m Landsat
8 multispectral images that were acquired between April 2013 and March 2014 [71]. The National Land-Cover Dataset for South Africa has an overall accuracy of 81.73% with mean land-cover/land-use class accuracy of 91.27%, which was determined by 6,415 sample point across the region [71]. Among 72 different classes available in the map, we extracted the ones, which identified communal and commercial cropland areas. This distinction was only available for croplands but not for identification of grasslands for the two different land tenure systems. Therefore, we so far only focus on cultivated agricultural land for the two land tenure classes and grassland as one class.

3. Results

3.1. Vegetation Productivity Trends

MODIS EVI trend analysis with 250 m resolution enabled detection of vegetation productivity trends. Figure 2 shows significant increasing and decreasing vegetation productivity trends in Eastern Cape Province. We can identify significant increasing trends (green) along the coastline. Here, mainly communal croplands are located. Significant decreasing trends (red) are detected in the western part of the province, also partly overlapping with grasslands and commercial croplands. Most significant decreasing trends however were found in low shrublands according to the land cover classification [71].

Overlying land tenure information in croplands with decreasing and increasing vegetation productivity trends resulted on commercial land in 26,263 ha exposed to decreasing trends and 8669 ha exposed to increasing trends. On communal lands, 9131 ha showed a decreasing trend while 28,968 ha of the area experienced increasing trends based on the EVI trend analysis. Grasslands indicate significant decreasing trends on 215,019 ha and on 75,881 ha significant increasing trends. Grasslands cover large areas in Eastern Cape and are important for livestock keeping for both commercial and communal farmers. Cropland information was distinguished by land tenure, whereas grasslands were indicated as one large class and therefore did not allow distinction of land tenure.
Looking further into vegetation productivity among the different land management systems and within communal and commercial croplands from 2000 to 2016, the graph in Figure 3 points out total vegetation productivity represented by annual \( \Sigma \text{EVI} \) for each year.

![Graph showing total vegetation productivity over the years](image)

**Figure 3.** \( \Sigma \text{EVI} \) development over the full southern year (July–June) during 2000–2016 on communal (dashed line) and commercial (pointed line) croplands and grasslands (grey line).

Drops in total annual vegetation productivity indicate potential drought years as in 2003/2004, 2008/2009, 2009/2010 and 2015/2016, representing the last year of the observation, but also an exceptional drought year. As expected, total productivity is highest in commercial croplands, moderate in communal cropland and lowest in grassland. Drops are most sharp on commercial croplands. Commercial cropland and grasslands further seem to have faster recovery looking into the period 2006/2007 to 2011/2012 where despite drops during 2008/2009 and 2009/2010 \( \Sigma \text{EVI} \) values as high as before the droughts can be reached. At the same time, on communal croplands, vegetation productivity did not reach values as high as before drought periods.

### 3.2. VCI Development in Eastern Cape during Normal Conditions versus Drought Conditions

Based on EVI time-series analysis and information derived from The International Disaster Database (EM-DAT) [72] we could identify different drought and non-drought years in our study region. Using mean and median VCI as well as the total productivity analysis (see also Figure 3) for each year highlighted drought and non-drought years. As 2015/2016 was known to be a drought year that affected the whole province, we considered this year for further analysis. Additionally, a non-drought year is represented by the growing season of 2011/2012 in this study. Overall, high VCI values throughout the whole province during this growing season together with non-drought conditions based on VCI in the year before and after supported the selection of this season for the non-drought season reference.

To gain insights in the vegetation dynamics during normal and drought years, a drought severity classification was conducted for the growing season with monthly classification. The main growing season from October to March was identified as the most important time for farmers in Eastern Cape.

Figure 4a shows the classification of the VCI over the main growing season on a monthly basis referring to the drought severity classification scheme described in Table 1 [64–66] over a normal year, i.e., 2011/2012. D0 conditions, indicating no drought, can be found throughout the season over most of the province. Patches in the northeastern and west/southwest regions, which are in general drier compared to the rest of the province with regard to climatic preconditions, show drought conditions even in normal years. With regard to the full season, severe drought conditions cannot be identified over larger areas and over a longer duration of several time steps based on VCI. Figure 4b shows the development of VCI and its drought severity classification during the growing season of a drought year, i.e., 2015/2016. The drought in 2015/2016 was one of the most severe droughts compared to...
the last decades. We can identify D4 drought conditions throughout the province with only some smaller patterns highlighted along the coastal zone in the southeast. In addition, in the southwestern areas, droughts did not affect the study areas as severe according to the VCI results. The eastern and northeastern part of the province are classified with high drought severity which shows the development of VCI from November to January, where D4 drought conditions are indicated over all months during the growing period. Rainfall in February and March improves the situation lifting some small areas out of D4 drought conditions but they are still occurring in the southwestern part where grassland and low shrubland dominate the land cover.

Figure 4. VCI Drought Classification over the growing season: during a normal non-drought year 2011/2012 (a), and during a drought year 2015/2016 (b), based on the drought severity classification as stated in Section 3.2.
3.3. Precipitation and Vegetation—How Close Is the Link?

Rainfall is a crucial determinant for crop growth, especially in areas where no irrigation practices are conducted and rainfed agriculture is dominating, which accounts for most parts of South Africa [73]. Detection of different responses to rainfall on grassland and communal and commercial cropland as well as analysis of correlation between rainfall and vegetation productivity and vegetation condition were conducted to detect areas according to their rainfall-vegetation dependency.

We compared rainfall conditions taking into account the total amount of rainfall summarized over a growing season to also include short-term variabilities, with sum EVI over the growing season as well as median VCI values over the growing season of each year. A sufficient amount of rainfall is necessary for plant and thereby crop growth. In the eastern part of the province, where mainly communal cropland is located, higher amounts of rainfall are received during the year, which we could detect by calculating mean annual rainfall for the observation period.

Precipitation trends calculated by linear regression over seasonal and yearly precipitation rates indicated wetter conditions in the southwestern part where increasing vegetation productivity could also be detected, as well as in the western areas where especially decreasing productivity trends were found.

Figure 5 shows correlation coefficients of VCI and total precipitation over the growing seasons over 16 years. Pearson correlation was run over each growing season per year over the whole observation period referring to 16 individual observation points for each, VCI and precipitation. We observed that in those areas where mainly significant positive and negative vegetation productivity trends were observed, precipitation amounts did not play a key role for vegetation growth (Figure 5). Additionally, correlations with sum EVI over the growing season and rainfall reported the same findings. This was also true for regions outside of our focus land management systems in this study.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Correlation coefficients of Median VCI and ∑precipitation over the growing seasons within the observation period 2000–2016 in croplands and grasslands resampled to 250 m resolution. The grey background color indicates other land covers than grasslands and croplands.
To understand the relation between vegetation dynamics and rainfall within a growing season under drought and non-drought conditions in different land management systems, the different vegetation indices where compared to rainfall during a non-drought year (2011/2012) and a drought year (2015/2016).

In grasslands, the main active vegetation dynamics can be observed between September and March, which closely corresponds to the precipitation rates which increase in October and drop in April (see also Figure 6). Figure 6a–c shows the year 2011/2012 with normal conditions, Figure 6d–f shows vegetation and precipitation dynamics during a drought year. The additional month April was included here to show the end of the growing season. EVI does not differ much and only shows slightly lower EVI values in a drought year during the growing season compared to a normal year (Figure 6a,d). Grasslands however are very dynamic but only in small ranges throughout the year and react fast to precipitation. VCI differs clearly looking at vegetation condition during a normal year (60–100) and those in a drought year with drops below 40 already in October. However, vegetation response during increasing precipitation rates is also obvious comparing VCI values in Figure 6b,e with precipitation rates in Figure 6c,f. The delayed onset of rainfall in 2015/2016, which was the origin of the drought, is also seen.

To understand the relation between vegetation dynamics and rainfall within a growing season under drought and non-drought conditions in different land management systems, the different vegetation indices where compared to rainfall during a non-drought year (2011/2012) and a drought year (2015/2016).

Figure 7 shows vegetation and precipitation dynamics for communal (yellow) and commercial (orange) croplands also during the non-drought year 2011/2012 (Figure 7a–c) and the severe drought year 2015/2016 (Figure 7d,e). Total vegetation productivity measured with EVI (Figure 7a,d) again shows only slightly lower values during a drought year compared to a normal year. As already observed before, EVI in general is lower in communal croplands than in commercial croplands. Again, VCI provides a different picture. During a normal year (Figure 7b), VCI values are slightly lower for communal cropland but values do not drop below a VCI of 30, only shortly below 40 in November 2011 (Figure 7b), indicating only slight drought conditions. In 2015/2016, VCI values

![EVI, VCI and precipitation rates over the main growing season in Grasslands during: a normal non-drought year (2011/2012) (a–c); and a drought year (2015/2016) (d–f). The x-axis of (a,b,d,e) indicates Julian days of the respective years.](image-url)
drop significantly during December and January (Figure 7e). Here, also VCI values in commercial croplands were in general higher than those of communal croplands and additionally recovered faster after a severe drop in December compared to communal croplands which is not always the case during a normal year (Figure 7b). On communal croplands, the increase of VCI in 2015/2016 is much slower until March, after the drop in December/January. In 2011/2012, high amounts of rainfall were received in the eastern part of the province, where mostly communal croplands are located, while areas where commercial croplands are dominant received much lower rainfall at that time. This is in line with the rainfall gradient from East to West. Nevertheless, even though the amount of precipitation is higher on communal croplands (Figure 7c,f), VCI values and also vegetation productivity, here represented by EVI, do not respond accordingly. Comparing precipitation rates with EVI and VCI also shows higher amounts of rainfall on communal croplands but lower vegetation productivity than on commercial lands.

Figure 7. EVI, VCI and precipitation rates over the main growing for communal (yellow) and commercial (orange) cropland during: a normal non-drought year (2011/2012) (a–c); and a drought year (2015/2016) (d–f). The x-axis of (a,b,d,e) indicates Julian days of the respective years.

4. Discussion

According to the literature, in South Africa, land degradation is predominantly linked to communal land while commercial land represents the more stable areas [28,74]. Within this study, different land management systems, focusing on grasslands and croplands as the main important land use for the rural population, were analyzed to better understand the vegetation response to drought in different land management systems and for cropland under different land tenure. Land cover and land use information was derived from the national land cover map which represents the most recent land cover information and is nationally accepted. For the here presented analysis, land tenure information was crucial to spatially delineate the two categories: communal and commercial croplands as well as additionally grasslands. Croplands belonging to communal and commercial management systems so far have not changed their tenure system in a large manner.
Further, the interplay of rainfall to vegetation productivity and condition was underlined to distinguish areas where rainfall plays the dependent role for vegetation growth and condition from areas where other factors than rainfall seem to have much more impact.

With time series trend analysis of EVI using the sum over a full southern year (July to June the following year), significant decreasing vegetation productivity was predominantly found in the western areas mainly where grass and low shrubland cover the land [71]. The western part of the province in general receives lower rainfalls while the eastern part and the coastline in the East tend to receive more. Significant increasing trends of vegetation productivity were detected along the coastline and in smaller patterns in the Southwest. Increasing vegetation productivity can also relate to bush encroachment which characterizes the invasion of alien species and especially the expansion of woody vegetation in areas where it is not naturally occurring [75,76]. This invasive vegetation suppresses palatable plant species and grasslands [76–78]. Bush encroachment is an ongoing problem in South Arica and in Eastern Cape Province [79,80] and could be one possible explanation for the depicted increasing trends mainly in communal land, where bush encroachment is an indicator of prevalent land degradation. According to studies carried out in the region, the problem of bush encroachment is present in some of the areas along the coastal zone [80,81]. In addition, Skowny et al. [82] showed that areas receiving more than 500 mm MAP show higher rates of woodland expansion. Calculation of MAP for Eastern Cape highlighted the eastern part of the province receiving >500 mm MAP and thereby being prone to bush encroachment according to the findings of Skowny et al. [82]. To mask out these areas, spatial information on invasive species or high resolution data in combination with training samples from the field would be necessary.

Total vegetation productivity was calculated by the sum of EVI over a full southern year for insights in the full productivity in each land tenure class and also including information on, e.g., grassland productivity over the full year. Looking into total annual vegetation productivity, values on communal cropland are always below those of commercial cropland which can be related to management strategies. An aspect of high importance in Eastern Cape is livestock where 65% of agriculture in the province comes from [44]. In addition, grasslands belong to communal and commercial land but this distinction could not be spatially included in the here presented analysis. Grassland productivity is generally lower than those of croplands which could also be visualized in Figure 3. Detecting vegetation productivity over each year could indicate drops that identified drought periods over the last 16 years. These drops could not be detected looking into drought dynamics during the season where EVI shows only slight response.

We compared vegetation dynamics of one normal year (2011/2012) with one exceptional drought year (2015/2016) to identify the distribution of vegetation condition over the region. A drought severity classification thereby helped to classify the individual pixel. During a normal year (2011/2012), VCI values usually stayed above 40. Only small patterns in the western and northeastern part of the province, where in the west low shrubland and in the northeast grassland dominates the land cover, showed lower VCI values even during a normal year. In the western part, significant decreasing vegetation productivity trends could be observed in combination with no to negative correlation with rainfall which explain no or only low impact of rainfall on vegetation growth. The northeastern areas are covered with grasslands which in general show high and fast response to precipitation. As during the indicated month in the drought hazard severity maps (November, Figure 4) rainfall was still low (see also Figure 6b) precipitation can be taken into account as the main driving variable here. All other areas were classified with no drought conditions according to the classification. During the drought year 2015/2016 drought conditions, represented by the highest classification—D4 drought severity—affected the whole province, which was also reported by the farmer on the ground.

As precipitation is the key limitation for plant growth, integration of precipitation data aimed at detecting the link between vegetation productivity, condition and precipitation. A linear trend analysis over the total observation period taking into account the annual sum of a full southern year detected increasing trends in rainfall along the coast which also could explain increasing vegetation productivity
here. For detailed analysis of dependencies: (1) correlation between VCI over the growing season and sum rainfall over the growing season; and (2) correlation between total vegetation productivity (sum of EVI) over the growing season and sum rainfall over the growing season were calculated. No and even negative correlations were especially found in those areas where also significant decreasing or increasing vegetation productivity trends were observed. Here, precipitation known as key driver for plant growth was not impacting vegetation condition and productivity. Management strategies could be one possible explanation for these findings, which strengthen the need for an additional socio-economic perspective within the identified regions. Another impact variable taken into account here could be rainfall variability. As here the total amount of precipitation was taken into account over a full growing season, variabilities are rather not included.

A more detailed analysis of VCI, EVI and precipitation development within the different land management systems made the impact of external factors more obvious. Looking into the distribution of VCI and rainfall over a drought versus a normal year showed clear drops in VCI but no strong response of vegetation productivity to rainfall especially on communal croplands, while grasslands were responding accordingly with higher EVI and better VCI after receiving higher rates of precipitation. In addition, commercial croplands showed fast recovery and higher VCI values shortly after severe drought conditions in 2015/2016 in December and January. This could be explained by agricultural and land management practices, such as e.g., irrigation measures, especially on commercial croplands. However, it could also refer to variability of rainfall. While the amount of precipitation is important, so is its distribution. If the total precipitation of a month is received only during a few days, but dry conditions are dominating for the others, results will differ to receiving rainfall throughout the month which secures stable growth of the plants. Nevertheless, the impact of droughts on vegetation productivity cannot be explained solely with biophysical indicators. Vegetation conditions using VCI and even vegetation productivity taking into account EVI do always reflect also management strategies. If irrigation practices are applied during dry conditions, there won’t be a clear response to rainfall as such while on rainfall dependent farmland this plays a more important role. Additionally, also the amount of fertilizer applied to the soil is not possible to detect via remote sensing. We can only assume that commercial farmland is mainly under irrigation schemes and applied fertilizer. In addition, crop rotation from year to year makes relying on VCI difficult, as different crops cultivated over the years might produce different VCI or EVI values. Thus far, a detailed crop map for different times of the observation period is not available.

This study focused on the characterization of the drought hazard severity in relation to vegetation productivity change based on rainfall and vegetation characteristics in grasslands and communal and commercial cropland of the Eastern Cape Province. However, the real impact of drought conditions on the farmers and their livelihoods is highly dependent on the susceptibility of farmers, their agricultural land management practices and the environmental conditions at their farmland, such as for example soil water availability and soil fertility. In addition to this, the impact of a drought might vary strongly dependent on capacities of farmers and their farmland to cope with the drought hazard conditions. Commercial farms might have more capacities to irrigate their cropland under drought conditions or might have alternative capital to cope with the loss of the harvest, whereas a subsistence farmer often depends exclusively on the production capacity of his land [83]. The integration of socio-economic data will thereby be essential to define the actual impact of a drought on a particular farming system and identify sustainable land management practices and should be part of ongoing research.

Our observation period ends in the growing season 2015/2016 which was a severe drought year. Long-term effects of a drought with this intensity might still be visible in the coming years which would have to be confirmed by extending the observation period of analysis. We should also consider that the total observation period for this study contains 16 years only. This is rather a short time period for the detection of long-term processes, especially with regard to land degradation. However, it gave good insight into current and ongoing conditions in the study area, especially after multiple drought events, and identified regions where further research, integrating socio-economic data, is needed.
5. Conclusions

Total vegetation productivity based on annual $\sum_{EVI}$ detected drought events after analysis of the full season. However, EVI was rather weak for monitoring vegetation response to drought over the growing season. The VCI, representing pixel-based normalization of vegetation condition for the relative assessment of changes, detected drought conditions in a dynamic manner for each time step and therefore serves as an index to monitor the seasonal dynamics of drought conditions. Significant vegetation productivity trends, often used for land degradation assessment, indicated patterns in the western and southeastern area of the province. Significant increasing vegetation trends observed in communal croplands along the coast in the Southeast could indicate one form of land degradation known as bush encroachment, which highlights the importance of this analysis. The comparison of vegetation-precipitation dependencies in a normal year, i.e., 2011/2012, with those conditions during a drought year, i.e., 2015/2016, shows that grassland vegetation generally responds to the amount of precipitation while croplands showed no clear response. Although communal cropland receives higher precipitation rates linked to climatic preconditions, vegetation productivity and condition do not respond accordingly. Communal cropland also showed low recovery of vegetation after drought events compared to those in commercial croplands. As grasslands are of high importance for agricultural productivity and livestock keeping, information on land tenure rights would be important to understand individual dynamics in grasslands as well as further identify areas with possible sustainable land management practices. As areas experiencing high vegetation dynamics with regard to vegetation productivity change and drought hazard severity have often no direct link to precipitation as the main limiting factor for vegetation development, these findings strengthen the need for additional assessment on the ground. Besides management strategies such as fertilizer application and irrigation practices, socio-economic dynamics among farm households within the different land management systems might play key roles.
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